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ON SPECTRAL GEOMETRY OF MINIMAL SURFACES IN CPn

YI-BING SHEN

Abstract. By employing the standard isometric imbedding of CP" into the

Euclidean space, a classification theorem for full, minimal, 2-type surfaces in

CP" that are not ± holomorphic is given. All such compact minimal surfaces

are either totally real minimal surfaces in CP2 or totally real superminimal

surfaces in Cf3 and CP* . In the latter case, they are locally unique. More-

over, some eigenvalue inequalities for compact minimal surfaces of CP" with

constant Kaehler angle are shown.

1. Introduction

Let M be a connected compact real two-dimensional Riemannian manifold

and x : M —> CP" an isometric minimal immersion of M into a complex pro-

jective AA-space CP" . By [9] we may associate x with an isometric immersion

x = A o x : M -» HM(n + 1), where HM(n + 1) = {A £ gl(n + l,C):A = A'}

viewed as a Euclidean space and A: CP" —► HM(n + 1) denotes the standard

isometric imbedding of CP" into HM(n + 1) with parallel second funda-

mental form. Let A be the Laplace-Beltrami operator on M and Spec(Af) =

{0 = Xq < Xx < •••} the spectrum of A acting on differentiable functions,

where each eigenvalue may be repeated as many times as its multiplicity. We

then have the L2-decomposition x = Xo + 52u>ixu> u e ^> where Xo is a

constant-valued map which is called the centre of gravity of M, and {xu} are

HM(n + l)-valued maps of M such that Axu = Xuxu .

We shall say that the immersion x is of k-type if there exists Ac (< oo)

natural numbers ux, ... , uk such that x = xo + J2t=x xUl, which is also called

of order (ux, ... ,uk). Such immersions are usually called of finite type [2].
A. Ros et al. obtained a lot of information about the spectral geometry of CR-
minimal submanifolds, Kaehler submanifolds and minimal real hypersurfaces

in CP" [6, 9, 10]. Recently, we have studied the spectral geometry of totally

real minimal submanifolds in CP" [11].
In this paper we want to study the spectral geometry of real minimal surfaces

of CP" in terms of the complex version of the theory of minimal surfaces in a

Kaehler manifold. We prove that if x : M —► CP" is a full minimal immersion

which is not ± holomorphic and if x = A o x : M —> HM(n + 1) is at most
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of 2-type, then the Kaehler angle of x must be constant. We also prove that

all minimal 2-type surfaces in CP2 that are not ± holomorphic are actually

of 1-type, so that they are totally real minimal surfaces in CP2. Moreover, we

obtain the following

Classification theorem. All full, minimal, 2-type surfaces in CP" that are neither

± holomorphic nor ofl-type are either the totally real Veronese surface in CP4,

or totally real, flat, superminimal surfaces in CP3 and CP4 . Moreover, they

are locally unique.

A brief survey of the complex version of minimal surfaces in CP" will be

offered in §2. The description of the immersion x = A o x : M —> HM(n + 1)

and some eigenvalue inequalities of Spec(Af) will be given in §3. In §4 we shall

show a characteristic for the immersion x = A o x : M —> HM(n + 1 ) to be

at most of 2-type. The proof of the classification theorem will be completed in
the last section.

The manifolds considered here are assumed to be connected and smooth.

For the necessary knowledge and notations of the geometry of submanifolds see

[2, 9]. For the complex version of real minimal surfaces in a Kaehler manifold

see [3, 13].

2. Preliminaries

Let M" be a Kaehler manifold of complex dimension n of constant holo-

morphic sectional curvature Ac and {u>a} a local field of unitary coframes on

M" so that the Kaehler metric ( ,  ) of M" may be written by

Yl c°a(0a = 51 <a<»eöä-

Here and later on we will agree with the following convention on the ranges of

indices unless otherwise stated:

a, ß,y, ... = I, ... , n,        i, j, k, ...= 1,2,

X, p = 3, ... , n, T, £,£, A7 = 3, ... , AA, 3*, ... , AA*.

Let {o)aß} be the unitary connection forms with respect to {coa}.  Then we

have

dC0a = J20Jaß/\C0ß,      Ctiap + copa = 0    (coßa = cDßä),

b

(2 1) d(ßa~ß = 5-*û,a? A œ^ + Q^ '

naß = -cLaAcoß + oaßYcorAco?).

If we put coa = Öa + i6a' where i = v7-!, then {6a, öa»} is a canonical basis

of the underlying Riemannian structure of M" , whose dual basis {ëa, ëa-}

satisfies ev = Jëa where / stands for the complex structure of M" .

Let M be an oriented real Riemannian 2-manifold and x : M —* M" an

isometric minimal immersion. The Kaehler angle a of x is defined by cos a =

(Jex, e2), where {e¡} is an orthonormal basis of M [3]. We denote by {0,}
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(2.4)

the dual field with respect to {e¡} and put cp = 6X + id2. Then the metric of

M can be expressed by

ds2M = cptp.

The structure equations of M are

I
(2.2) dtp = -/on A tp,    d6X2 = -~Ktp A Cp,

where K is the Gauss curvature of M and 8X2 is the real connection 1-form.

It is known by [3] that the Kaehler angle a plays an important role in the

study of minimal surfaces of M" . Indeed, the immersion x is ± holomorphic

if and only if cos a = ± 1, while x is totally real if and only if cos a = 0. From

now on we assume that x is not ± holomorphic, so that points on M where

sin a = 0 are isolated. Thus, in the open subset where sin a ^ 0, we may

extend {e¡, Je,} to a neighbourhood U of M" such that T>u = span{e,, Je¡}

is a real 4-dimensional distribution on U . We now put [7]

(2.3) (sina)e> = -(cosa)^i - Je2,     (sina)e> = Jex - (cosa)e2

and

<?i = (cos !) ex + (sin ^) e> ,    ët. = (cos |j e2 + (sin ^J e2

e2 = (sin |) ex - (cos |) e> ,    ¿> = - (sin |) e2 + (cos |) e2..

Clearly, both {e¡, e¡-} and {e¡, e¡-} are the orthonormal bases of S?c/ and

Jèj = e> . Let {ea, ea-} be a local orthonormal basis in M" which extends

{e¡, e,*} and satisfies e> = Je2 for X > 3. We denote its dual basis by

{6a, 6a*} . Then, {vj , v2} is a local field of unitary frames in M" where

Vj = \(ëj - iëj.) and v2 = \(e2 - ie2.). Let {coa} be the dual field of unitary

coframes with respect to {va} . By virtue of (2.3) and (2.4) we have

0i + A02 = (cos - J cox + (sin -J co2,

(2-5) 0i. + A02. = (sin %\ cox - feos %] co2,
\      2/ V       2/

6k + iOi* = <ox-

By restricting these forms to M, we get

(2.6) cox = (cos-) tp,    cx>2 = [sin-Jcp,    w2 = 0,

which satisfy [3]

1
(2.7) -{iA,a-r-(sina)(ûJ1I-r-cij22)} = aç9,

l

(2.8) cùx2 = c(p,

(2.9) (cos |) w2x = axcp,     (sin |) co22 = cx(p,

for some complex-valued smooth functions a, c, ax and c2 on M.

x(M) is said to be superminimal if c = 0.

Let a be the second fundamental form of Jc . The Gauss equation of x is

(2.10) ||(T||2 = 2(1 + 3 cos2 a)c - 27<:,
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where

(2.11) IMI2 = 4 (\a\2 + \c\2 + £ M2 + £ N2

Taking the exterior derivative of each equation in (2.5) and using (2.1)—(2.9),

we have

(2.12) 012 = il (cos ^)  tun-(sin |)  co2A ,

(2.13) 011- + A021. = -(a + C)Cp,       012. +A022-  = -i(ä-c)C,

(2.14) 0U + A02A = -(äx + cx)(p,    0U. + A02A. = -i(ax - cx)cp.

For convenience, the basis {ea , ea*} chosen as above for minimal immersion

x : M -> M" will be called an adapted Darboux basis of x .

3. Minimal surfaces of CP" in HM(n + 1)

Let HM(m) = {A £ gl(m, C) : A = A'} be the set of (m x m)-Hermitian

matrices with the metric ( ,  ) defined by

(A,B) = trace(AB)/2c

for any A, B £ HM(m), where c is a positive real number. Then,

CP" = {A£ HM(n + l):AA = A, traced = 1},

with the metric induced by one of HM(n + 1), is isometric to the complex
projective Aî-space with the Fubini-Study metric of constant holomorphic sec-

tional curvature 4c (for details see [9]). Let A : CP" —> HM(n + I) denote

this isometry. The curvature tensor R of CP" can be expressed by

R(X, Y)Z = c((Y, Z)X - (X, Z)Y

+ (JY,Z)JX-(JX,Z)JY + 2(X,JY)JZ)

for any X, Y, Z £ TCP" , where J is the complex structure of CP" .

Let D be the Riemannian connection of HM(n + 1), V the connection

induced on CP" , and let ö, V-1, A and 77 denote, respectively, the second

fundamental form, the normal connection, the Weingarten endomorphism and

the mean curvature vector of C7'" in HM(n + 1). We then have [9]

(3.2) ö(JX,Y) = -ö(X,JY),     V<7 = 0,

AÔ(X,Y)Z = c(2(X, Y)Z + (X, Z)Y + (Y, Z)X

(3.3) +(JX,Z)JY + (JY,Z)JX),

(ö(X,Y),ö(Z,W)) = (kd(X,Y)Z,W),

(3.4) (Ö(X,Y),A) = -(X,Y),     (ö(X,Y),I) = 0,

(3.5) H = 2c(I-(n-l)A)/n,

where X, Y, Z, W £ TCP" , A £ CP" and 7 is the (aa + 1) x (aa + l)-identity

matrix.
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We now consider an isometric minimal immersion x : M —* CP" of a com-

pact real surface M into CP", and let x = A o x : M —► HM(n + 1) be

the composition of x and A, which is an isometric immersion of M into
HM(n + 1). We denote the mean curvature vector of the immersion x by H.

Let V be the induced connection on M, and let a, Vx and A denote, respec-

tively, the second fundamental form, the normal connection and the Weingarten

endomorphism of x . Since x is minimal, then

(3.6) H = - £ a(e¿, e¡),
i

where {e¡} is a local field of orthonormal frames on M.

Lemma 3.1. Let A be the Laplace-Beltrami operator on M.   Then, for any

A £ x(M) we have

AH(A) = - £ &(a(e¡, ef), a(e,, ef)) + %c(cosa)ö(Jex, e2)

(3.7)
+ 2(4c - Ä777 + 2c(Ve2 cosa)7>i - 2c(Ve, cosa)Je2,

where a is the Kaehler angle of x and K is the Gauss curvature of M.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that Veiej\A = 0 at a point

A £ x(M). By means of (3.2), (3.3) and the minimality of x, we have

dH(e¡) = - >   De o(e¡, e¡)w;     2-^    '   w      '

= £ d(a(ei, ef), e¡) - 3cej - c ¿^{Je¡, ej)Je¡,
i i

and thus

AH(A) = -^Dej(dH(ej))

L
= ^2Ad{a{e^ejhei)ej - £v¿:rj((T(^, e¡), e¡)

i,¡

(3-8) + 6cH + c£Dej((Je¡, ej)Je¡)

= -J2vj-.ö(a(ei,ej),ei) + 2c£(7cr(^, ef), efjJet

i,J

+ 2c(cosa)d(Jex, e2) + 6cH.

By (3.1) and the Codazzi equation of x, a direct calculation gives

£ Vjjä(a(ei, e¡), e¡) = £ d(o(e¡, ef), o(e¡, e¡))

ij i,)

-y"í(Aa(fi,e/j, e¡) - 6c(cosa)ö(Jex, e2) + 6c(eos2a)H,

>,j
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which together with (3.8) yields

(3.9)
AH(A) = - V o(o(e¡, ef), a(et, <?,-)) + T] d(Aa{e^ej)ej, e¡)

hj 1,1

+ 6c(sin2 a)H + 8c(cosa)ö(Jex, e2) + 2c£(/cr(e>,-, ef), ej)Je¡.

t,j

From the. minimality of x we have

(3.10) ^2(Ja(e¡, ef), ej)Je¡ = (V¡,2 cosa)Jex - (Ve, cosa)Je2.
i,j

From the Gauss equation of x it follows that

(3.11) ^2d(Aa{e^ej)ej, e¡) = 2[c(l + 3cos2a) - K]H.

Substituting (3.10) and (3.11) into (3.9) gives (3.7) immediately.    D

The normal space to M in CP" at a point x is denoted by T^M. As in

[10], the tensor T : T±M x T±M ~> R is defined by

(3.12) T(Z, n) = trace(AiA,) = X>fo, ef), C)(a(e¡, ef), n)
'J

for all c;, n £ T~r M. A subspace ß^-M of T¡-M is said to be holomorphic if

JÇ £ %f±M for any { 6 ßT^M.
As in §2, from an orthonormal basis {e¡} of M we can deduce an adapted

Darboux basis {ea, ea.} of x in CP" . Then, by (2.3) and (3.2)i , we have

(3.13) (sin2a)£fj(e> , ek.) = 2(1 + cos2a)77-4(cosa)rT(/^i, ef).

k

Substituting (3.13) into (3.7), we get

A77 = - £ o(a(e¡, ef), a(e¡, e¡)) + 2[2c(3 + cos2 a) - K]H

(3-14) ',J     2     V-
- 2c(sin a) 2_^ö(ek. , ek.) + 2c[(Ve2 cosa)Jex - (Ve, cosa)Je2].

k

By virtue of (2.10), (3.2)-(3.4), (3.12) and (3.14), a simple computation gives
the following

Lemma 3.2. For the immersion x = A o x : M ^ HM(n + 1)  we have the

relations :

(77, 7) = 0,     (H,A) = -l,

(77, 77) = 0(3 + cos2 a),     (AH, A) = -22(3 + COS2 a),

(3.15) (A77, H) = 4c2(5 + 7cos2 a) - 2c(l + cos2a)7<:

-c(sin2a)£r(^. , ek.).

k

We now obtain the following theorem directly from Lemma 3.2 using the

methods of [10].
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Theorem 3.3. Let M be a compact minimal surface in CP" with constant

Kaehler angle a. Then we have

Xx < 2c(3 + cos2a),

27t(1 + cos2a)#(A/")/Area(M)

< [¿(3 -I-cos2 a) - 2A)][c(3 + cos2a) - \X2] - c2(cos4a - 8 cos2 a - 1),

where XX,X2 £ Spec(Af), x(M) is the Euler-Poincaré characteristic of M.

Moreover, the first equality holds if and only if M is of order 1 aaa HM(n + 1),

and the second equality holds if and only if M is of order (1,2) aaa HM(n + 1)

and the first normal space to M in CP" is holomorphic.

Remark. When cos2 a = 1, i.e., M is a compact Kaehler submanifold of com-

plex dimension 1, the above eigenvalue inequalities were shown in Theorem

5.1 and 5.2 of [10] with c = 1/4. A similar result for totally real minimal
submanifolds of CP" was obtained in [11].

Before concluding this section we state the following proposition used below.

Proposition 3.4. Let x : M —> CP" be a minimal immersion which is not ±

holomorphic. Then, the Kaehler angle a of x is constant if and only if

(3.16) (a(ei,ef),ek.) = (o(e¡, ek), e>)

for an adapted Darboux basis {ea, ea*} of x.

Proof. From (3.10) we see that cosa is constant if and only if

£(/<j(i>,, ef), ef)Jei = 0,
ij

which is equivalent to

52(o(ei,ej), Jej) = 0.
j

Since sin a ^ 0, then it is known easily from (2.3) that the above equations are

just (3.16).   D

■

4.  2-TYPE MINIMAL SURFACES

Let M be a compact Riemannian 2-manifold. As is known by [2, 10], an

isometric immersion x : M —> HM(n + 1) is at most of 2-type if and only if
the mean curvature vector 77 of x satisfies

(4.1) AH = pH + q(A - Ao)

for some real numbers p and q, where A £ x(M) and Ao = xo is the centre

of the gravity of M. Particularly, x is of 1-type if and only if q = 0 in (4.1).
By virtue of (3.7) and (4.1) we have the following

Proposition 4.1. Let x : M —> CP" be a full minimal immersion which is not

± holomorphic. If x = Ao x : M —» HM(n + 1) is at most of 2-type, then the

Kaehler angle a of x is constant and

(4.2) Ao = (n + l)~xI   forq^O,

where I is the (n + I) x (n + l)-identity matrix.
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Proof. Let {ea, ea*} be an adapted Darboux basis of x . Applying (X, -) to

both sides of (4.1) for any X £ TM and using (2.3), (3.6) and (3.7), we get

(4.3) cVx(cos2a) = -q(A0,X).

On the other hand, applying (A, -) to both sides of (4.1) and using (3.15),
we can see that

2c(3 + cos2 a) = p - 2q + q(A, A0).

From this it follows that

(4.4) 2c V* (cos2 a) = q(A0, X)

Thus, (4.3) and (4.4) yield Vx(cos2a) = 0 for any X £ TM; i.e., a is con-
stant.

Since (3.7) implies that A77 £ T^-CP", then we now obtain (4.2) directly
using the methods of [10].    D

The main result of this section is the following

Theorem 4.2. Let x : M —» CP" (n > 3) be a full minimal immersion which

is not ± holomorphic. Then the immersion x = A o x : M —> HM(n + 1) is at

most of 2-type if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) Both the Kaehler angle a of x and the Gauss curvature K of M are

constant and x(M) is superminimal;

(ii) T(i, n) + T(Jt\, Jh) = k(Z, n) for all Ç,n £ ßT±M, where T is de-
fined by (3.12), ß?LM denotes the holomorphic subspace of the normal space to

x(M), k is a real constant factor and k = Ac sin2 a when a ^ n/2.

To prove this theorem we need to establish some lemmas. In the following,

we always assume that x : M —» CP" is a full minimal immersion which is not

± holomorphic, and {ea, ea.} is an adapted Darboux basis of x mentioned

as in §2. Notice that ßff^M = span{fc^, ex.} .

Lemma 4.3. If x = Ao x : M —* HM(n + 1) is at most of 2-type, then

IMI2 - IKII2 = constant,

where \\or\\2 = £¿ T(ek., ek.).

Proof. By (3.14), (4.1) and Proposition 4.1, we have

- £ d(a(ei, ef), a(fit, ej)) + 2[2c(3 + cos2 a) - K]H

'J v^
(4-5) -2c(sin a)2_,<7(fc> , ek.)

k

= pH + q[A-(n + l)~xI].

Applying (77, -) to both sides of (4.5) and using (3.3), (3.4) and (3.15), we
obtain

(4.6) p(3 + cos2 a)-%- 4c(5 + 1 cos2 a)+ 2(1+ cos2 a)K + (sin2 a)||ar||2 = 0.
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Similarly, applying (J2k à(ek., ek.), -) to both sides of (4.5), we have

(4.7) p(2 + sin2 a) - % + 4c(cos2 a - 5) + 2(sin2 a)K + (I + cos2 a)||<7r||2 = 0.

Adding (4.6) to (4.7) and using (2.10), we find

(4.8) ||ct||2 - ||ar||2 = 3p -% - 6c(3 + cos2 a).

Clearly, by Proposition 4.1, the right-hand side of (4.8) is a constant,   a

Lemma 4.4. Under the same hypothesis as in Lemma 4.3, if n > 3, then we

have \\or\\2 = 0.

Proof. Applying (d(ek, JeT), -) to both sides of (4.5) and using (3.3), (3.4)
and (2.3), we get

(4.9) Y^(o(ei, ef), ek.)(o(e¡, ef), ex) = 0.

From this, the minimality of x and (3.16) we have

(4 10)     ^6l ' e^' ex'^a(ex ' ex)'e*) + (°(ex >ex)> e2')(°(ei » e2) ,eT) = 0,

(o(ex,ex), e2.)(o(ex, ex), eT) - (o(ex, ex), ex.)(o(ex, e2), ex) = 0.

If (o(ex ,ex),ez) = (o(ex, e2), eT) = 0, namely, (a(e¡, ef), ex) = 0, then

from Lemma 4.3 we would have (a(e¡, ef), eT) = 0 everywhere, i.e., 0,T = 0.

Thus, from (2.6), (2.9) and (2.14) it follows that

cox = 0,     coxl = 0,    œ2X = 0   along x(M),

which imply that there exists a totally geodesic CP2 in CP" containing x(M).

This contradicts the fullness of x . Hence, either (a(ex, ex), ex) or (o(ex, e2),

ex) is nonzero. Thus, from (4.10) we find

(4.11) (o(ex, ex), ex.) = (o(ex,ex), e2.) = 0

everywhere. By (3.16) and the minimality of x, (4.11) implies that ||t7r||2 =

0.   D

Lemma 4.5. Under the same hypothesis as in Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4, the Gauss

curvature K is constant and the immersion x is superminimal.

Proof. From (4.8), (2.10) and Lemma 4.4 we have

a
(4.12) 2# = 4c(5 + 3cos2a)-3p-r-4-.

This is a constant because a is constant. Also, from (2.7) and its complex

conjugation it follows that

(4.13) fl = 0.

On the other hand, from Lemma 4.4 it follows that (a(e¡, ef), ek.) = 0,

which implies that 0,7. = 0 according to the definitions as in §2. Hence, from

(2.13) and (4.13) we obtain c = 0; i.e., x is superminimal.   D

We now complete the proof of Theorem 4.2.
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Proof of the necessity. Condition (i) of Theorem 4.2 has been shown by Propo-

sition 4.1 and Lemma 4.5.
By Lemma 4.4, we may write

(4.14) £ d(°(ei ' ei) > a(e¡ ' ei)) - zZ T(e* ' eÙà(e*. er).

Applying (d(e(, en), -) to both sides of (4.5) and using (3.3), (3.4), (4.8),
(4.12) and (4.14), we get

(4.15) T(eç, ef¡ + T(Je( , Je,,) = k(ei, en),

where

(4.16) k = 2c(3 + eos2a)-p + Y~-

Since T defined by (3.12) is bilinear, then (4.15) implies that the part of
condition (ii) of Theorem 4.2 has been proved.

Subtracting (4.7) from (4.6) and using Lemma 4.4, we have K = 8c - p/2

for a / 7t/2 . From this and (4.12) it follows that

(4.17) /?-|r = 2c(l + 3cos2a).

Substituting (4.17) into (4.16) gives Ac = 4c(sin2 a) for a ^ 7r/2 .    D

Proof of the sufficiency. From condition (i), (2.7) and (2.13) we see that 0,7< =

0 ; i.e., (a(e¡, ef), ek.) = 0. Thus, by condition (ii), the formula (3.14) may be
rewritten

A77 = -Ac £ d(ex, ef) + 2[2c(3 + cos2 a) - K]H
(4 18) l

- 2c(sin2 a) £ d(ek., ek. ).

k

On the other hand, from (3.5) we have

(4.19) 277 + £à(e> , ek.) + 2£à(cA, ef) = 2nH = 4c[I - (n + I)A]
k X

for A £ x(M). Thus, if a / n/2 so that k = 4c(sin2a), then (4.18) together
with (4.19) yields

(4.20) AT/ = 2(8c - K)H + 8c2(n + l)(sin2 a)[A - (n + l)~xI].

Since both K and a are constant, (4.20) shows x = A o x : M -> HM(n + 1)

is of 2-type.
Now consider the case that a = 7r/2. From (2.3) and (3.2) we have

£ff(e> ,ek.) = ¿^a(ek,ek).

Thus, (4.18) together with (4.19) yields

(4.21) A77 = 2(4c -K + k)H + 2c(n + l)k[A -(n + l)~xI],

which shows also x = A o x is of 2-type.   G
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Thus, Theorem 4.2 is proved completely.

Remark 4.1. From (4.15) and Lemma 4.4 we have Ac = ||ct||2/(aa-2) for aa > 3.

Remark 4.2. A 2-type immersion x : M —► HM(n + 1) is said to be of order

(ux, u2) for some natural numbers ux and u2 if x = x0 + xU] + xU2 where

Axu¡ = Xu¡xu¡ for i = 1, 2. Thus, we have [2, 10]

(4.22) A77 = (A„, + XUl)H + ^XUiXU2(x - x0),

so that

(4.23) XUi +XU2=p,     XUxXUl = 2q.

5.  CLASSIFICATION OF 2-TYPE MINIMAL SURFACES

In this section, we assume that CP" is the complex projective AA-space with

the Fubini-Study metric of constant holomorphic sectional curvature 4, i.e.,

c= 1.
First of all, we consider the case that n = 2.

Proposition 5.1. Let x : M —► CP2 be a minimal immersion of a compact real

surface M into CP2 that is not ± holomorphic. If the Kaehler angle a of x

is constant, then a = n/2, namely, x(M) is totally real, so that x = A o x :

M-^HM(3) isofl-type.

Proof. Since sin a ^ 0 and a is constant, then we have (4.13) and

(5.1) coxx + co22 = 0.

Taking the exterior derivative of (5.1) and using (2.1) and (2.8), we obtain

cosa = 0, i.e., a = n/2. Thus, x(M) is totally real in CP2. By Theorem

2.8 of [9], x(M) is minimal in some hypersphere of HM(3), so that x is of

1-type according to the Takahashi theorem [12]. Moreover, in such a case we

have \\o\\2 = ||oy||2 and q = 0. Thus, from (4.8) it follows that p = 6. Hence,
x is of order ux with the corresponding eigenvalue Xu¡ = 6.   D

Combining Proposition 5.1 and Proposition 4.1, we have the following

Corollary 5.2. /aa CP2, all minimal 2-type surfaces that are not ± holomorphic

are actually ofl-type.

Remark 5.1. It is known by Theorem 2.8 of [9] that a totally real minimal

surface in CP2 is of 1-type and vice versa. For general minimal surfaces in

CP2 see [4].

We now consider the case that aa > 3 .

Proposition 5.3. Let x : M -» CP" (n > 3) be a full minimal immersion which

is not ± holomorphic, such that x = Aox : M —> HM(n+ 1) is of 2-type. Then,

we have n < 4.

Proof. Let {ea, ea.} be an adapted Darboux basis of x . According to nota-

tions of §2, we have 8iX = Ylj(a(ei > ej) > ex)0j > so that

(5.2) 0uA02/i = ~T(el,elt)dl A 02,

where T is defined by (3.12).
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On the other hand, from (2.14)i we have

i
du A e2u = -jifa + e»)(aß + cm) + (ax + c*)(ai> + ^)>öi A e2,

from which and (5.2) it follows that

(5.3) T(ex, ef) = (ax + cx)(äß + cß) + (üx + cx)(aß + cß).

Similarly, we have

(5.4) T(Jex, Jeß) = T(ex. ,eß.) = (ax - cx)(aß - cM) + (ax - cx)(aß - cß),

(5.5) T(ex, Jef) = axäß - äxaß,     T(Jex, eß) = cxcß - cxcß.

From (5.3)—(5.5) we can see that condition (ii) of Theorem 4.2 is equivalent

to

(5.6) axüß + cxcß = -oXß.

Suppose now that aa > 5 . From (5.6) we have

«304 + C3C4 = 0,       C73CÎ5 + C3C5 = 0 ,

which has a nonzero solution (a2 , c2) if and only if

ÍZ4C5 - c4a5 = 0.

By (5.6) we have also
U4Ö5 + C4C5 = 0.

These equations imply that

la^-l-lcsl2 = 0,

i.e., «5 = C5 = 0. Since k is constant, then (5.6) would yield k = 0, namely,

\\a\\2 = 0 (see Remark 4.1).  This contradicts the fullness of x.  Therefore,
AA < 4.     D

As this proposition shows, the only cases that remain to be considered are

n = 3 and aa = 4.

Theorem 5.4. Let x : M —» CP3 be a full minimal immersion of a compact

real surface M into CP3 that is not ± holomorphic. Then, the immersion

x = A o x : M —» HM'(4) is of 2-type if and only if x(M) is a totally real, flat,
superminimal surface, x is of order (ux, U2) with corresponding eigenvalues

XUi = 4 and XUl = 8, and, with respect to an adapted local field of unitary

coframes {coa} in CP3, the unitary connection forms {o)aß} of CP3 restricted

to M are given locally by

(5.7)

/     0 0 -fd2    \

0 0 -^e-'Pdz

\^dz    ^e'Pdz 0

where p is a real constant and z is the local complex coordinate on M.
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Proof. Suppose that x = Aox : M ^ HM(4) is of 2-type. From Theorem 4.2,

(2.12) and (5.1) we have

(5.8) (oxx=-co22 = -i6X2,

whose exterior derivatives, by formulas of §2, are

(cosf)-W = -^ + 3(cosf)2-l,
/ -2 \2
(sin|)     |c3|2 = -2^ + 3(sin|j   -1.

On the other hand, taking the exterior derivatives of (2.9), we have [7]

,. . ~s da2 - 2iay6x2 - aycoyy = 0,
(5.10)

dCy + 2iCydX2 - CyCOyy = 0.

Here we have used the fact that é7|673|2 = í/|c3|2 = 0 because of (5.9).

Taking the exterior derivatives of (5.10) gives

(5.11) ay(K-4cosa) = 0,     Cy(K + 4cosa) = 0.

We now claim that ay ^ 0 and cy ^ 0 on M. In fact, if ay = 0 and

C3 ̂  0 (the case that ay £ 0 and c = 0 is similar), then (5.11) would show

that K = -4 cos a, which together with (5.9) i yields that (cosf)2 = 3/7 and
cosa = -1/7 . Thus, it would follow from (5.6), (5.9)2 and Theorem 4.2 that

¿ = 4|c3|2 = 12/49 ^ sin2 a.

This contradiction proves our assertion.

Then, (5.11) implies that K = 0 and cosa = 0; namely, x(M) is a totally

real, flat, superminimal surface in CP3. From (5.9) we have

(5.12) |fl3|2 = N2 = I,

so that k = 2 according to (5.6). Thus, from (4.12) and (4.16) we find that
p = 12 and q = 16. By means of (4.23) we see that Xu¡ = 4 and XUl = 8.

Since K = 0, we can use the local complex coordinate z on M such that

(5.13) <p = dz   and   0,2 = 0.

Then, from (5.8) and (5.13) we have

(5.14) an = 0}22 = 0.

Moreover, from (2.8) and (2.9) we have

(5.15) <yl2 = 0,     ga3I = \[2ay dz,    <y32 = \Í2cy dz.

Let {va} be the dual frames of {coa}. We put v'3 = 2ayVy. Clearly, from

(5.12) it follows that {vx, v2, v^} is also a unitary basis. By the formula Vva =

Y^b w&ßVfi (cf., for example, [13]), we obtain

oa',3 = 2a3GJl3,
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from which together with (5.12) and (5.15) it follows that

(5.16)
I ^ A

oj'yx = —dz and a'y

From this and (5.10)i with (5.13) we find co'i3 = 0, from which and (5.10)2

we have dc'3 = 0, so that c3 = | exp{ip} for a certain real constant p according

to (5.12). Hence, with respect to the new unitary basis {vx ,v2,v'3}, the unitary

connection forms of CP3 restricted to M are given locally by (5.7).

Conversely, by Theorem 4.2, it is easy to check that such a totally real, flat,

superminimal surface M in CP3 is of 2-type in H M (4) and has corresponding

eigenvalues 4 and 8.   D

Remark 5.2. (5.7) and (5.13) provide an example of totally real, flat, supermin-

imal surfaces in CP3. For general totally real, flat, minimal surfaces in CP"

see [5].

Theorem 5.5. Let x : M —> CP4 be a full minimal immersion of a compact

real surface M into CP4 that is not ± holomorphic. Then, the immersion

x = A o x : M —» H M (5) is of 2-type if and only if either
(i) M = S2(l/3), the immersion x is the following composition:

S2(l/3)
minimal

s\i) double
RP4

totally
CP"

covering geodesic

and x is of order (2, 4) with corresponding eigenvalues X2 = 2 and X4 = 20/3 ;
or

(ii) Jc(Af) is a totally real, flat, superminimal surface, x is of order (ux,u2)

with corresponding eigenvalues XUl = 5 - \/5 and XUl = 5 + y/5, and, with

respect to an adapted local field of unitary coframes {coa} in CP4, the unitary

connection forms {coaß} of CP4 restricted to M are given locally by

V2(

(5.17)

0

0

V

72,

o

0

0

0

~2dz

dz

0

V2
dz

o    N

--dz

~dz

0      J

where z is the local complex coordinate on M.

Proof. Let {coa} be an adapted local field of unitary coframes in CP4 as in

§2 and {va} the dual frames with respect to {coa}. Suppose that x = A o x :

M —* H M (5) is of 2-type. From Theorem 4.2 and (5.6) we have

(5.18) 03^4 + C3C4 = 0   and |a4|2 + N2
k
4

where k = \\o\\2/2 ^ 0 (cf. Remark 4.1).   From the above system (5.18) of

nonhomogeneous equations it follows that ayc¡, - a4Cy ̂  0, so that

(5.19) (üyVy + a4vf) A (CyVy + C4V4)  ^ 0.
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On the other hand, from (5.8) we can get the following relations analogous

to (5.9):

(cos ̂ )"2 (\ay\2 + N2) = -\k + 3 (cos ̂ f - I,
(5.20) _2 1 2

(sin^)     (|C3|2 + |c4|2) = -^ + 3(sin|)   -1.

Since both a and K are constant, from (5.19) and (5.20) we see that

\ay\2 + \a4\2 = constant =¿ 0.

We now perform a transformation on {vy, vf\ as follows:

(5 21) v'y = (ayvy + a4v4)/(\ay\2 + M2)1/2,

V'4 = (CyVy + C4AA4 - by4v'3)/\\CyVy + C4V4 - ¿>34«3 II .

where

634 = (ayCy + ä4C4)/(\ay\2 + M2)'/2-

Then, with respect to the new frames {vx ,v2,v3, v'4}, from (2.9) and (5.21)

we have

CO-x4 = (VVX , V'f) = (C0XyVy + COUV4, v'4) = 0,

so that a'4 = 0. Since the immersion x is full, then it follows from the equations

analogous to (5.18) that

(5.22) |a;|2 = |c3|2 = 0,     |a3|2 = |c;|2 = |(^0).

Taking the exterior derivative of (5.1) and using (5.22), we have

(cosa)(3sin2a-l-4|ú!3|2) = 0,

from which it follows that cosa = 0; i.e., x(M) is totally real.

Recall that it is impossible that K < 0 when both a and K are constant on

M [8]. So, we consider two cases separately.

Case (i): K > 0. Since cosa = 0, then, by [1], we conclude that K = 1/3,

M = S2(1/3) is the Veronese minimal surface in S4(l), and x : S2(l/3) —>

CP4 is a totally real superminimal immersion composed of the standard double

covering S4 —► RP4 and the totally geodesic imbedding RP4 —► CP4. Thus,
from (5.20) and (5.22) we find that

\a'y\2 = \c'y\2 = l   and   k = \.

Then, by means of (4.12) and (4.16), we obtain p = 26/3 and q = 20/3. By
Remark 4.2, it follows that XUx = 2 and XUl = 20/3. From the spectrum of

52(l/3) we see that ux = 2 and u2 = 4.
Conversely, by Theorem 4.2, such a Veronese surface in CP4 is of order

(2,4) in HM(5).
Case (ii): K = 0. x(M) is a totally real, flat, superminimal surface in CP4 .

By the same manner as above, it is not hard to see that

(5.23) |a3|2 = |c;|2 = I,     k=l,        Au, = 5±\/5    (/ = 1, 2).



(5.24) co'n = (Wx,v'3) = -^<p.
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With respect to the unitary basis {vx, v2, v3, v'4}, from (5.21) and (5.23)

we have

72
2 <r-

Thus, together with the similar computation for a>'24 , we obtain

(5.25) W'13 = _^,     0,^ = -^.

Taking the exterior derivatives of (5.25), we have

(5.26) £ii33 = -ca'44 = A012.

Moreover, (5.22) implies that

(5.27) co'x4 = co'2i = 0,

whose exterior derivative gives

(5.28) co'3-4 = ftp

for a certain complex-valued function / on M. Taking the exterior derivative
of (5.26) and using (5.28), we find

(5-29) \f\2 = -.

Now we put

v[' = vx,    v'{ = -^2fv2,    v'i = v\,    <=-y/2/tA4.

Then, with respect to the new unitary basis {v'¿} , from (5.24)-(5.29) we have

ga'/j = -a>22 = -<y33 = co44 = -idX2,

(5 30) cox2 = cox4 = co2i = 0,

^2- n V2
cox3 = co34 = - — tp,    co24 = -^-cp.

Since K = 0, then we can use the local complex coordinate z on M so that

(5.13) holds. Thus, from (5.30) and (5.13) we obtain (5.17).
Conversely, by Theorem 4.2, we see that such a totally real, flat, superminimal

surface M in CP4 is of 2-type in H M (5) and has corresponding eigenvalues

Siv^.
Theorem 5.5 is proved completely.   D

Finally, the classification theorem in §1 follows directly from Corollary 5.2,

Proposition 5.3, and Theorems 5.4 and 5.5.

Remark 5.3. As is well known, minimal immersions are isometrically harmonic

maps. A harmonic map from a 2-dimensional surface M is defined up to a

conformai change of the metric of M. Hence, totally real, flat, superminimal

surfaces of CP3 and CP4 described as in Theorems 5.4 and 5.5 provide a

class of examples of harmonic tori in CP3 and CP4 .
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